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Abstract 

This paper will examine the screenwriter’s job in navigating the complex collaborative relationships 

among multiple interested parties in film and television development. This includes the long-

discussed but often misunderstood relationships between the screenwriter and multiple producing 

partners and production companies, the writer hired to rewrite a screenplay, as well as cases 

involving adaptations from published intellectual property. This paper will offer examples shared by 

professional screenwriters who have been hired to write original scripts for film or television, 

rewrite existing screenplays, or adapt fictional material for the screen, as well as my own 

experiences in adapting published fictional material. The line where craft and business meet and 

overlap becomes especially complex when multiple authors and producers are involved, and the 

screenwriter’s ability to successfully straddle that line has much to do with temperament and talent 

and skill “in the room.”  

This paper will examine specific challenges and opportunities for screenwriters in negotiating these 

complex relationships and will offer solutions suggested by successful credited writers of film and 

television. I am particularly interested in the screenwriter’s personality and disposition and how this 

affects the screenwriter’s ability to work successfully with creative collaborators and producing 

partners. In addition to my personal experiences writing for hire, I will draw on interviews that I 

conducted with top screenwriters and writer-directors for my books Writing for the Screen 

(Routledge, 2017) and Directing for the Screen (Routledge, 2017), including Barry Marrow (Rain Man), 

Boaz Yakin (Now You See Me), Mary Harron (American Psycho), Kirsten Sheridan (In America), Isabel 

Coixet (The Secret Life of Words), Lou Berger (Sesame Street), Jaco Van Dormael (Mr. Nobody), 

Claudia Llosa (The Milk of Sorrow), and Anne Fontaine (Adore). 
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